




Arquitect

The dome is formed by linked triangles with a light fabric that provides an interesting set of lights 
and shades. Iglu is conceived as a shelter place for the user, inviting us to relax and enjoy.

Ramon Esteve graduated in Architecture from Escuela Técnica 
Superior de Arquitectura de Madrid (ETSAM) in 1990. He founded 
Ramon Esteve Estudio de Arquitectura in 1991, working on both 
architectural and interior design projects and also other fields 
such as industrial design and art direction at the national and in-
ternational area. Harmony, serenity and essentiality are some of 
the constant features of Esteve ’ s work and become symbols of 
his will to provide to the habitat more than just buildings. As a re-
sult, embracing atmospheres where to enjoy unique experiences 
are created. R
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The new Iglu daybed, designed by Ramon Esteve for Vondom, is inspired by Fuller’s 
mid-20th century geodesic domes. Conceived as a place for shelter and enjoyment, 
the item shows geometric forms on the outside while the inside has softer lines 
and shapes. 
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The new Gatsby sofa, designed by Ramon Esteve for Vondom, is the extension of the already 
existing collection, born with the polycarbonate table top lamps that have the shape of engraved 
glass.

Gatsby
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Gatsby

Its outside channeled surface keeps the same fluted glass 
style of the lighting fixtures, which takes us back to the Art 
Deco times and those crazy 1920s lived in the US.

Modular
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The Pixel collection is composed of different modules, which allow you to create infinite shapes; from 
linear sofas, a chaise longue, sofa corners, and even a lounge bed. This year this collection has grown, 
adding new modules.

Pixel
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Puffs

Designed by Ramón Esteve for Vondom, this collection is inspired by small color elements that make 
up an image, a multitude of possible combinations, which are based on its layout.
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outdoor
life One of its main features is its low seating, designed for more intimate use, it is 

ideal to chill out. Manufactured in rotational molding, its versatility is enhanced 
thanks to its upholstery, available in a wide variety of fabrics and finishes.
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Due to its submersible nature, the new FAZ lounger is perfect for 
pool environments.

Faz
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Pieces of different sizes that join the great 
FAZ family, inspired by the faceted mineral 
forms that we find in nature.

Sunbed
As part of the FAZ collection, the new Sunbed designed by Ramón Esteve for Vondom is born. Its 
faceted shapes are elegantly softened to accompany the posture of the body and embrace it, seeking 
maximum comfort to generate moments of relaxation and enjoyment.

Pots
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new complements
by Studio Vondom

Outdoor rugs made from 
recycled plastic

The new rugs are soft and fresh, as well as other very pleasant sensations to 
the touch that you’ll also enjoy when sitting on ergonomic upholstery that 
will transport you to a place where well-being prevails.

Pleita 61106

STUDIO. Outdoor Rug. 

ERAS (1)

PLEITA (2)

3x2m

Ø2m

4x3m

4x2m

3,5x2,5m

Ø3m

RUG’s TYPE

1 2

62100 62150

62101

62151

62152

62104

62105

-

-

-

62153

62106

61001 61002 61003

61101 61102 61103

61108 61105 61107

Recycled Outdoor Rugs

TECHNICAL SPECIFIC ATIONS
ESPECIFICACIONES TÉCNICAS

Composition / Composición:
100% recycled PET / 100% PET 

Wear Classi�cation / Clasi�cación de uso: 
Class 33  Commercial Use / Clase 33 uso intenso

TESTS & CERTIFICATES
TESTS Y CERTIFICADOS

 62102

 62103

2,5x1,5m
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Pleita 61103

Pleita 61104

recycled plastic 
bottles

The new rugs come in a wide range of neutral shades and 
vibrant tones that blend perfectly with Vondom furniture 
finishes.

Pleita

Pleita 61108

Pleita 61108
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sustainable
futurePleita 61105

Pleita 61105

Pleita 61107

Pleita 61107
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recycled 
plastic

Pleita 61102

Pleita 61102

Pleita 61101
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Eras

As they have UV treatment incorporated, they resist water and high 

temperatures, and they are also easy to clean and maintain. They are the 

perfect decorative complement; adding a warm and cozy touch to wherever 

you place them.

Eras 61001

Eras 61001

soft and fresh
Eras 61004 Eras 61004
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Eras 61003

Eras 61003

outdoor 
spaces

Eras 61002

Eras 61002
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Lares
To sum up, at Vondom we offer rugs with extraordinary levels of performance, durability, and design. 
Tailored and approved to withstand the toughest outdoor conditions. Stain-resistant treatment, 
waterproofing, resistance to UV rays, cold cracking, and mould spores, ensure that our furniture can 
be used in all outdoor spaces and areas with high levels of humidity and chlorine, such as spas and 
indoor swimming pools.

Lares 61201

Lares 61202

Lares 61202
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Lares 61204Lares 61204
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sustainable
future

Lares 61201

Lares 61201

Lares 61203
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vondom.com

HEAD QUARTERS - FACTORY
VONDOM S.L.U.

Poligono 6, 16
46293 - Beneixida, Valencia - Spain

t.: +34 96 239 84 86 info@vondom.com 

USA
VONDOM LLC.

8803 NW 23rd Street, Miami, FL 33172 - USA
ph.: +1 786 391 0274 - +1 786 353 9108

infousa@vondom.com

Latinoamérica

VONDOM MEXICO 
Presidente Masaryk 42 11580 Polanco V Sección.

 Ciudad de México
ventasmx@vondom.com

China
VONDOM Lifestyle Design Co., Ltd.

C6-103, No. 700, Wan Rong Road, Jing An
 200072 – Shanghai - China - +86 21 6521 9916

infochina@vondom.com
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